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OLED – The Next Revolution in TVs
The Benefits of OLED TVs and Who’s Making Them

Malcolm J. Gomes
If you are old enough to remember
the days when anything over 21
inches was considered to be a big
screen TV, then you will also most
likely remember that even those
21-inch Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
television sets were relatively
bulky, heavy and unwieldy to move
around. Today, it is hard to imagine how families used to huddle
around TVs of this size and enjoy
the programming, not giving even
a second thought about how small
the screen was. Today 21 inches is
more likely to describe your computer monitor screen, which incidentally is the size of the monitor
screen that I used when writing this
article.
If you are in the market for a
new television today, you are more
than likely looking at a screen size
of 50 inches or larger. A modern
high-quality television can produce a remarkably natural picture
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- offering rich, true-to-life colours,
great dark scene performance and
a high brightness - which bring
Hollywood blockbusters alive in
our homes. LED/LCD and plasma
technologies have come a long way
since they were first introduced
and the days of unnatural looking
skin tones, washed out colours and
blacks that appear gray are far behind us. But if you think that we’ve
already reached the pinnacle of
television technology, think again.
Organic Light-Emitting Diode or
OLED TV technology is changing
the way we think about TVs once
again. OLED TVs offer the ultimate picture quality with images so
vividly natural some say that watching them is like looking through a
window. This technology also allows TVs to be extremely thin, light
weight, flexible, and consumes
drastically less power than current
technologies. Let’s take a closer
look at how OLED displays are
constructed and the various benefits

that this technology offers.
The basic structure of an OLED
module is an electron injecting
cathode, an emissive layer and an
electron removing anode. Injecting
the electrons makes the material
glow and removing the electrons
reverses the process by making the
material go dark again. Many different materials are being used to
produce OLED modules. The modules using the most basic division
between small and large molecule
OLEDs are known as Polymer
OLEDs or P-OLEDs. Most commercial OLEDs used today are
SM-OLEDs, however P-OLEDs
currently show the most promise.
OLED emitter materials can be either fluorescent or phosphorescent.
The former lasts longer but is less
efficient. Currently most OLEDs
are phosphorescent except for the
blue ones, which are still fluorescent because phosphorescent blue
OLEDs do not last long enough.
When shopping for OLED prod-
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ucts you are also likely to encounter
terms like AMOLED and PMOLED.
These refer to the driving method of
the display. PMOLED has a passive matrix, is limited in size and
resolution but is cheaper and easier
to manufacture. On the other hand
AMOLED utilizes an active matrix TFT array and storage capacitors. This variety is more efficient
and can be used to produce large
screens, but they are also more
complicated and therefore cost significantly more to produce.
So before we get into what makes
OLED so special, let’s take a look
at what makes this technology
tick. Fundamentally, all you need
to create a TV image is red, green
and blue light. Hitherto, the way to
achieve this was to have a source
of back lighting that would then be
filtered and manipulated through a
system that would control the light
that eventually reaches the screen.
With plasma TVs, a UV light is
created by igniting pockets of gas
to excite red, green and blue phosphors. In the case of LED/LCD TVs,
colour filters and light blocking
liquid crystals are employed. This
meant that TV sets needed a certain
depth to accommodate all these
parts.
This is where OLED technology
is fundamentally different, in that, it
uses materials that glow either red,
green or blue, on their own, when
electricity is applied to them. This
brings down the number of parts
required to create the image and
allows the TV set to be just a few
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millimeters deep for a drop-dead OLED or WOLED where the red,
gorgeous look.
green and blue light generating
The other huge advantage of materials are sandwiched together.
OLED technology is that since the When powered up, this sandwich
method used to generate the image creates a white light, which is then
is by using glowing materials rather passed through a colour filter to crethan controlling back lighting, it is ate the red, green, or blue sub-pixel
now possible to achieve a true black on the screen as required. Take a
because each of the materials can be look at the image below showing
manipulated so that it does not gen- the difference between these two
erate any light at all when required. approaches.
In contrast, plasma and LED/LCD
This begs the question: Why use
sets are not able to completely block the RGB generating materials to
the back lighting from reaching the make white light and then turn it
screen, and hence cannot produce back into the desired colour? The
completely black pixels (they ap- proponents of WOLED claim that
pear gray rather than black). Since the sandwich method significantly
true-to-life colour reproduction can extends the panel life and minionly be achieved on a foundation of mizes colour shift when compared
an infinite contrast ratio, which is to the RGB OLED method, while
achievable when you can produce making it easier to scale to different
a true black, OLED sets have the screen sizes and also to 4K resolupotential of generating more accu- tion. It is also, apparently, cheaper
rate colours than plasma and LED/ to produce the WOLED configuraLCD sets. Environmentalists will tion as compared to RGB OLED.
also be happy to note that OLED
When compared to LED/LCD TV
sets consume a lot less power than sets, OLED TVs have other advanother formats and because they use tages. They are a bit brighter than
organic materials which are mostly LED/LCD TVs and when you turn
carbon, the impact that they will up the set to maximum brightness,
have on landfills after reaching the it has less impact on the lifespan of
end of their life, will also be less- the pixel. OLED technology also
ened. Better performance with a offers a greater viewing angle and
smaller carbon footprint; now that wider colour space which means
is a win-win that should put a smile that it can reproduce more subtle
on everyone’s face.
and nuanced colours for a more
At the moment, there are two dazzling spectrum. OLED’s faster
streams of OLED technology. On response time also helps reproduce
one hand you have the RGB OLED, fast moving action with less motion
which, like plasma, has separate blur and artifacts. In comparison
red, green and blue sub-pixels. On to plasma, OLED suffers from less
the other hand we have the white screen burn-in which was quite an
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annoyance.
with the unveiling of seven
In terms of life span, LED/LCD sets different flat and curved 4K
still have the upper hand because of the OLED sets at the 2015 CES.
fact that the blue organic material used The screen sizes ranged
in OLED panels tends to degrade faster from 55” to 77”. All of these
than its red and green counterparts. When sets feature the WOLED
that happens, it throws the image colours configuration and claim to
out of balance. Some manufacturers have offer an infinite contrast ratried to transcend this hurdle by using tio. The picture quality ofblue material that is twice the size of the fered by all the sets in this
red and green material and then reducing range is absolutely stunning.
the amount of voltage applied to it to try The specs are outstanding
and extend its life. The jury is still out on as well. The response time
whether this strategy will work.
has been listed at 0.001ms,
When it comes to aesthetics, OLED wins which would make them around a thouhands down mainly because they can be sand times faster than most LED/LCD
made a lot thinner than LED/LCD sets. TVs. The viewing angle has also been
They can also be curved for a very so- improved quite significantly. These are
phisticated and sexy aesthetic and they are amongst the slimmest TV sets to hit the
also exponentially lighter which makes market. LG designed the TV stands to be
them much easier to move around or hang transparent which is very clever because it
on a wall like an ultra fancy photo frame.
makes it look like the screen is floating in
On the price front, OLED TV sets are mid air. Very cool!
still quite a bit more expensive than LED/
To compensate for its limited experience
LCD sets, but the gap has been closing in the high-end audio sphere, LG wisely
at a rapid pace especially since LG intro- collaborated with Harman/Kardon for the
duced their new line of OLED TV sets at audio component of its television sets.
significantly lower prices at the 2015 CES This has ensured that the sonic perforin Las Vegas. With advances in technol- mance of their TVs matches the superiorogy and economies of scale, the price of ity of its picture image.
OLED sets are expected to come down a
In-kyu Lee, the Senior Vice President
lot more and it does seem like it is only a and head of LG’s TV and monitor division
matter of time before they are on par with showed his confidence in the company’s
LED/LCD sets. If by that time, the lifes- latest line of TV sets with the following
pan, especially of the blue organic mate- statement, “LG is driving innovation by
rial has been licked, it is hard not to see making this superb TV technology availOLED sounding the death knell of LED/ able to more consumers. LG believes this
LCD TV sets.
is where the future of television is headed
Over the recent past we saw the emer- and we’re going to continue developing
gence of 4K TV sets and although they and expanding our OLED offerings until
offer vastly superior picture quality when it becomes a viable option for all consumcompared to 1080p HDTV sets, consum- ers.”
ers have not flocked to this genre of teleAs of this writing, LG listed three new
vision the way manufacturers had hoped, “coming soon” 4K OLED TVs on its Caperhaps because of the high price and nadian website - the 65-inch 65EF9500,
also because of the shortage of available the 65-inch 65EF9800 and the 77-inch
4K software. Now some of the leading 77EG9900. Pricing for these sets is yet to
brands are exploring the option of offering be announced.
OLED TV sets with 4K resolution. Some
The other major player in the OLED
4K OLED sets have been unveiled at vari- sphere is Samsung, who is the world’s
ous consumer electronics shows and they largest producer of AMOLED devices.
have dazzled audiences with their perfor- They make hundreds of millions of dismance.
plays a year. Both Samsung and LG also
One company that is currently making a produce flexible OLED panels that are
concerted effort to take the lead in the 4K used in cell phones and wearable devices.
OLED sphere is LG. It made its OLED 4K In 2013, Samsung released its first 1080p
TV debut in 2014 and then followed it up OLED TV, which featured the RGB con-
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figuration and was extremely expensive to
produce. This set cost more than $10,000
when it first appeared on store shelves
and in 2014 Samsung put OLED TV production on hold. Samsung is rumored to
plan to return to the OLED TV market by
switching to the WOLED panel technology, however it is not clear how long this
will take. Panasonic also showed a prototype 65-inch 4K OLED TV at the 2015
CES, although no plans were announced
for a consumer version release date.
OLEDs may have made their debut in
consumer electronics devices but they are
also being looked at keenly by other industries. One prominent industry is the automobile sector where BMW is researching ways to use OLED in the taillights and
interior lights of their automobiles. This
may become a reality in the not too distant future. A bit further down the road
we could see cars with OLED headlamps,
brake lights and indicators. To make this
a reality, a way will have to be found to
make OLEDs a lot brighter than current
technology allows.
Given the huge advantages of OLED TV
sets, does it make sense to switch to this
new technology right away? The best advice is, it depends. If you absolutely must
have the best performance and you have
deep pockets to support your craving, then
OLED especially when combined with
4K, is a no-brainer. On the other hand if
you already have a fairly new large screen
TV set, the more prudent option would be
to wait for the next generation of OLED
products which will hopefully have transcended the few niggling problems that
plague it today. If history is any guide, the
next generation of OLED TV sets should
also be available at prices that are a lot
easier to digest.
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AV Receiver Shopping Guide
Selecting the Perfect AV Receiver For Your Space

Frank Labonte
As high fidelity components, receivers had relatively humble beginnings. They were essentially
intended to be a compromise for
those who didn’t have the space or
the funds for separate components.
Receivers long predate multichannel digital surround sound and
high definition video. Early units
were strictly two channel analogue
devices and couldn’t even switch
composite video signals. One could
choose between listening to the radio, a turntable or perhaps even a
tape deck.
In contrast, today’s flagship receivers are computational powerhouses
with a dizzying array of features
and functions. And for many of us,
they serve as the heart and soul of
our home theater system. These tremendously capable units boast gigaflops of digital signal processing
(DSP) power, as many as 11 channels of amplification with up to 150
watts of power, and sophisticated
multi-zone audio and video switching capabilities. They can even interface with a wide variety of other
gadgets like smart phones, wireless
networks and Bluetooth devices.
Receivers have indeed come a
very long way since their inception.
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So much so, that it can be somewhat of a challenge to decipher all
the technology and associated lingo.
In this article, we will attempt to
make sense of it all so that you can
make the best and most informed
decision possible if you’re in the
market for a new receiver.
How much power do I need?
This simple question is almost as
old as time itself. The answer, however, is a little more complicated.
Many factors influence this particular equation. The size of the home
theater and the listener’s habits are
certainly important considerations,
but perhaps the biggest factor is
speaker efficiency. For the same
input power, a speaker rated at 100
decibels/Watt/meter would produce
twice the volume of a speaker rated
at 90 dB/W/m. Furthermore, the 90
dB/W/m speaker would require 10
times more power to match the other’s output. Clearly, coupling very
efficient speakers with high power
can lead to tremendous volumes.
Most of us don’t need extreme
volumes but high-powered receivers do provide more headroom for
clean, undistorted peaks. It’s also
important to realize that amplifiers
produce their best results when operated far below their limits. The

higher the limits, the less likely they
are to be approached or exceeded.
Be careful of published amplifier
specifications. A close look at power ratings reveals that they are often
specified with only two channels
driven. The receiver will not be capable of producing the same amount
of power into all channels simultaneously. Sadly, manufacturers don’t
usually publish this figure because
it can be considerably lower. If a
true 100 watts-per-channel receiver
is desired, a unit in the 150 watt
range should be purchased. Consider also the specified bandwidth
of the rating. Some figures are for
1 kHz test tones rather than the full
20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth that humans can hear. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is another frequently
cited specification. It refers to the
difference between an amplifier’s
output and input. In an ideal amplifier, the output would be perfectly
identical to the input only greater in
magnitude. Real world amplifiers
produce small differences which
are “distortions” of the input signal.
Ideally, the distortion specifications
should be below 0.1%. Again, be
careful of published specs, some
manufactures can be very liberal
with the way they measure and cite
specifications.
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Most speakers are rated as having
an 8 ohm impedance but this is actually an average. At some frequencies, a speaker may dip well below
8 ohms. Since lower impedances
draw more current and are more difficult on amplifiers, make sure the
receiver is comfortable with loads
below 8 ohms. Fortunately, most
manufacturers provide a 6 or 4 ohm
load specification.
These days, receivers are usually paired with powered subwoofers which are indispensible if you
want to recreate the movie theatre
experience at home. The combination will do a really good job at the
volumes most of us are interested
in. Choose higher powered units
if high volumes are required or
more moderately powered models
if more reasonable volumes are desired. On the other hand, if one has
really inefficient speakers or enjoys
really high volumes, it’s best to go
with external amplification and really big subs.

This home theatre is equipped with four height channels on the ceiling to
accommodate the new Dolby Atmos, Auro-3D and DTS-X soundtracks.
channel configuration. This is done configurations arose from the creboth by adding speakers (or virtual ation of Dolby Atmos. The term
speakers) above the listener and 7.2.4, for example, represents the
7.2 configuration we are familiar
mixing soundtracks in a new way.
Object-oriented codecs allow stu- with but adds “.4” which refers to
dios to mix their soundtracks by 4 height speakers. This is currently
moving virtual objects in a three di- the most elaborate configuration
mensional space. An airplane for ex- available from mainstream prodample, can be moved through space ucts. In older nomenclature, this
by simply showing its flight path to would have been referred to as an
the computer. The lower level logic 11.2 channel system. Many still use
in the system then takes care of fig- this terminology.
Dolby Atmos is already widely
uring out how to distribute sound
across all the speakers. The object available in many products across
oriented concept is a very powerful multiple manufacturers. In contrast,
one and promises considerable im- Auro-3D is usually available only
provements in a surround system’s via a paid firmware update and in
ability to precisely locate sounds in higher end models. DTS:X was
announced very recently and isn’t
space, even above the listener.
A new way to describe channel available quite yet but should be

Surround Codecs:
The Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD
Master Audio codecs have been
explored at length in the audio
press and are now standard features
even in entry-level products. The
hot topic now is the trio of new
object oriented codecs like Dolby
Atmos, Auro-3D and DTS-X. Pixar’s Brave was the first
movie to benefit from
this technology when it
was released in June of
2012 with a Dolby Atmos soundtrack. Today,
several popular Blu-rays
like American Sniper,
The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay Part 1 and
Transformers: Age of
Extinction are available
with Dolby Atmos. In
time, there will be many
more. In a nutshell, these
new technologies provide a highly immersive
3D-sound experience by
adding a height dimen- If installing speakers in the ceiling is not an option, an alternative is to use heightsion to the traditional 7.2 enabled speakers, which bounce the sound off the ceiling and back toward the listener.
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fairly soon. Like Auro-3D, DTS:X
will likely be available for premium
products via a paid firmware update.
Eventually, Auro-3D and DTS:X
may become standard features but
until then, these restrictions apply.
If finances permit, consider a receiver that can accommodate the
DTS:X upgrade. There’s a good
chance that DTS:X will be widely
deployed in the future.
To achieve the best results with
these new codecs, speakers in the
ceiling must be installed. This is
clearly not for everyone. An easier
alternative is to equip a home theatre with Atmos enabled speakers. These function as normal left /
right / surround speakers but add a
secondary driver on the top of the
speaker cabinet. This secondary
speaker fires at an upward angle,
allowing sound to bounce off the
ceiling and back down to the listener. This should give the illusion
of sound coming from above, thus
simulating a ceiling speaker. Some
manufactures, like Definitive Technologies, offer an Atmos add-on
speaker that neatly clips on top of
existing speakers. Another potential solution is to mount the height
speakers as high as possible on the
walls.
Be careful though, there is at least
one 11.2 channel Atmos receiver on
the market that only has 9 internal
amplifiers. If the full 11.2 channel
capabilities are to be utilized, a 2
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channel external amplifier is required. In this situation, one should
choose a good quality stereo amp
for the mains and the receiver’s internal amps should be used for the
center and surround channels. Once
the setup is complete, throw in the
special edition Gravity Blu-ray and
get ready for a wild ride!
Room correction:
There are many different room correction systems on the market these
days. Audyssey, ARC, Dirac and
MCACC are common examples.
Some of these are proprietary and
others can be found across multiple
manufacturers. Essentially, their
purpose is to automate the process
of calibrating the surround speaker
system.
If a sound is simultaneously fed
into all the amplifiers of a surround
sound system, the wavefront emitted from every speaker should arrive at the listener’s position at
the same time. However, for various reasons, this is rarely the case.
Speakers are not usually all at the
same distance from the listening
position and certain components
like active subwoofers can introduce a delay in the signal. One of
the things that room correction systems do is adjust the channel delays
such that all the wavefronts from
each speaker arrive at the same time.
This distance issue coupled with the
fact that various speakers may have

different efficiencies can also lead
to volume discrepancies. The room
calibration system will adjust the
volume of each speaker so that they
are all equal. The system will also
verify that all speakers are in phase.
Speakers are “out of phase” when
the polarities are reversed.
In an anechoic chamber, a theoretically perfect speaker would have a
ruler flat frequency response. In a
typical room, the same speaker’s
response would be all over the map.
That’s because rooms have a huge
influence on frequency response.
Some frequencies will be amplified
while others are attenuated. Furthermore, the response differs from
one location to the next within the
same room. The correction system will plot a frequency response
graph for each individual speaker.
It will then equalize each channel
separately in an attempt to flatten
out the frequency response. This
way no frequencies are favoured
over others.
These are the highlights of what
room correction systems do, but
don’t be fooled. In the real world,
the interactions of speakers and
rooms are horrifically complex.
Sophisticated correction systems
go much further than the basics to
optimize the listening experience.
One major complication is that
the frequency response of a given
speaker in a given location changes
with different volumes. Some cor-
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rection systems also attempt to deal with There are many versions of HDMI rangunwanted sound reflections and standing ing from 1.0 to 2.0a. These days, version
waves.
2.0 is what one typically finds on new reNot all correction systems are created ceivers. However, not all implementations
equally. Within the Audyssey line, for ex- support the full complement of HDMI 2.0
ample, the MultEQ XT32 system uses a features. Obviously a unit that supports
filter resolution of 512 points for both the the full set is ideal. Look for a video subsatellites and the subwoofers. In contrast, system that can fully support 4K 60p 4:4:4
the MultEQ XT uses only 16 for the sat- signals. 4K is the UHD resolution of 3840
ellites and 128 for the subwoofers. Obvi- × 2160, 60p is a 60 frame per second proously the XT32 version is superior. When gressively-scanned image and 4:4:4 refers
all is said and done, even the most sophis- to a signal whose colour (chroma) and
ticated room correction systems aren’t brightness (luma) are completely uncomperfect but one usually gets a much better pressed. Although such a signal requires a
result with, rather than without.
lot of bandwidth, this is currently as good
as it gets in the consumer electronics marSwitching, Upscaling and Transcoding: ket. I for one, would pay a lot of money
Dealing with a mix of new and old video to watch Star Wars: The Force Awakens
sources has presented problems in the past. this way!
Modern receivers have solved these issues
Incidentally, the term 4K refers to a Digby transcoding video signals into a single ital Cinema Initiatives (DCI) resolution
format. This way, all sources can be piped of 4096 x 2160. This resolution is widely
through a single HDMI cable to your dis- used in the world of professional cinema.
play. Definitely a very handy feature. Also In the home theater arena, the 4K termiensure that a potential new receiver has nology is often used but is technically inenough inputs to accommodate both cur- correct. We should be using the term Ultra
rent and future video sources.
High Definition or “UHD” which refers to
If you have a large video display, a re- the 3840 × 2160 resolution found in UHD
ceiver that can upscale content to 1080p TVs. There are a few consumer electron/ 4K is certainly desirable. Most of us ics products that can display true 4K resoown a Blu-ray player but still have a lot lutions but they are in a small minority.
of DVDs. Watching a DVD on a really
The HDMI 2.0a specification was anbig screen can be a little painful because nounced very recently. Consequently,
the 480p resolution simply doesn’t offer there are no products that currently supenough pixels to produce a sharp image. port it but it is rumored that firmware upUpscaling DVDs will never turn them into dates may soon enable it in newer equipBlu-rays but it will definitely help. Up- ment. This latest iteration adds support for
scaling will help a lot with SDTV as well. High Dynamic Range (HDR) video. This
will increase the contrast between dark
HDMI, DHCP and HDbaseT:
images like nighttime scenes, and scenes
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in bright daylight. This protocol will help
enable our displays to use new technologies like Dolby Vision.
High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) is fairly self-explanatory.
It is the copy protection scheme used to
prevent people from easily pirating copyrighted material. As with every other technology, HDCP evolves with time. The
latest and greatest iteration is version 2.2.
Don’t get caught with your pants down!
Make sure version 2.2 is fully supported. Future 4K content will require both
HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2. Without them,
4K content will NOT work.
HDbaseT is a new standard that allows
receivers to transmit UHD video and audio over Cat5e or Cat6 cable rather than
an HDMI cable. The benefit is that Ethernet cables can function properly over
much greater distances. With this technology, the network cable gets plugged
directly into the receiver’s HDbaseT port.
Keep an eye on this technology, some believe it will replace HDMI. Consider this
feature if the projector or TV is far away
from the receiver.
Multiple Zones:
If piping music and video into other
rooms is of interest, look closely at a receiver’s multi-zone capabilities. The first
thing to note is that no receiver will provide 11.2 channel surround sound and 4K
video in multiple rooms. Only Zone 1 gets
the royal treatment. The subsequent zones
get usable but somewhat reduced services.
Some receivers provide a Zone 2 HDMI
output along with 2 channel audio. With
units such as this one, different program
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material can be watched simultaneously THX and other Certifications:
grab their favorite music, Blu-rays and
in Zones 1 and 2. This receiver can also It might be easy to think that THX is DVDs and head to their local dealer for
provide a third zone with audio but only merely a neat little video clip with cool an audition. Don’t underestimate the imif Zone 2 and 3 drop down to single chan- sound effects but it’s so much more. THX portance of this crucial step. The receiver
nel, mono audio. There’s always a catch. is a certification program that guaranties may have every feature one could ever
When receivers power other zones, they that AV equipment meets a certain mini- want but if the listener can’t live with the
use up internal amplifiers. For this par- mum performance standard. The program sound, it’s just not the right choice. If the
ticular model, powering two channels in was named after George Lucas’ 1971 film dealer happens to have the same speakZone 2 means dropping from 9.1 to 7.1 THX 1138. Equipment submitted for cer- ers as the buyer, these should definitely
channels in the main zone, unless external tification is put through a battery of tests be used for the audition. One could even
amplification for Zone 2 is used. Obvious- to ensure two things; quality and its abil- consider bringing their speakers to the
ly, we can’t explore every scenario so look ity to play at the THX reference level store. If these options aren’t viable, mulcarefully at a receiver’s capabilities to see of 85 dB with 20 dB of headroom. This tiple speakers should be tried. This will
if it matches the requirements and keep in means that a fully certified THX system provide a better overall feel for how it
mind that using amps for one zone means can operate comfortably with peaks up to sounds. Some vendors may even allow
105 dB with minimal distortion. This al- in-home trials. This is the best possible
fewer available for others.
lows the listener to experience the movie’s test but dealers that would allow this are
Smartphones, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and soundtrack exactly as intended by the stu- definitely in the minority. However, one
dio. To achieve this, the volume setting shouldn’t hesitate to ask, the worst they
Other Connectivity:
Interested in streaming the latest Kanye of a certified system must be set to “0”. can do is say no.
West song from an iPhone right to a re- Needless to say, the full benefits of THX,
Listening is only half the equation as we
ceiver? No problem. Modern receivers are only realized when the receiver, speak- are, after all, talking about audio-video recan interface with just about every device ers and subwoofers are THX certified and ceivers. Prospective buyers should throw
one can think of. They are often equipped properly calibrated.
in those Blu-rays and see what happens.
There are three levels of THX certifi- One should choose discs with difficult
with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi which enables
them to stream content from smartphones, cation. Each caters to a differently sized scenes that can really reveal what the
tablets or portable music players. Receiv- listening environment. The THX I/S Plus video subsystem is made of. A good qualers can also connect to wireless networks level applies to bundled systems including ity display should be chosen for this test
giving them access to music from a home both a receiver and speakers. It is aimed and any processing done by the TV or disc
network, thousands of internet radio sta- primarily for small spaces like a dorm player should be turned off. This way the
tions and even subscription-based services room where the viewing distance would receiver’s performance is being evaluated,
like Deezer, TIDAL, SiriusXM and Spo- be in the 6 to 8 foot range. The THX rather than the other components. DVDs
tify. Many have Apple’s AirPlay, allowing Select2 level is for medium sized spaces should be tried as well since they will
them to stream music from Apple prod- where the viewing distance is in the 10 to reveal the machine’s scaling capabilities.
ucts. RJ45 Ethernet ports and USB ports 12 foot range and the total size of the room If the unit sounds great, looks great and
are standard equipment these days. With does not exceed 2000 cubic feet. Finally, has all the desired features, it’s clearly the
these, one can connect to media servers, the THX Ultra2 level is for large home right receiver.
external hard drives, NAS, thumb drives theaters with viewing distances in the 12
There’s no question that today’s receivand pretty much anything else. There’s no foot or greater range and total sizes in the ers are immensely capable compared to
lack of connectivity in today’s products. 3000 cubic feet ball park.
models of the past. They can play just
Not having THX certification doesn’t about every audio or video format one
Once connected, just about every file format can be taken advantage of including necessarily mean that it’s poor quality could hope for and interface with just
MP3, WAV, AAC, WMA, AIFF, FLAC equipment. In fact, there’s plenty of fabu- about any other device. In addition to
24 bit/192 kHz, DSD and ALAC. Check lous gear out there whose manufacturers the standard AM/FM tuner, some models
the specs of a receiver to make sure it ac- have simply chosen, for whatever reason, have added HD radio to the mix. They can
commodates desired file formats. Many not to get certified. Some products of- also be controlled in a variety of ways and
receivers also include a feature to enhance fer other options like the Image Science can do pretty much everything one could
Foundation’s (ISF) ISFccc Video Calibra- want a receiver to do. They are indeed
compressed audio files like MP3s.
In addition to the classic remote control, tion Control certification. This ensures tremendously powerful machines. One
manufactures now provide iOS and An- that the receiver has a full complement of manufacturer even states that the DSP
droid apps to control their receivers. Web video calibration features allowing a com- system in one of their models can perform
interfaces also allow computer or laptop plete optimization of image performance. 10 billion calculations per second. An old
control. Receivers can even be integrated
comparison to a Saturn V rocket comes to
into home automation systems via RS-232 The Final Test and Conclusion:
mind. Despite the fact that even today’s
ports. Some models also provide 12 volt Once a receiver with all the required fea- flagship models will never get you to the
tures has been identified, a final test must moon, they’ll do one hell of a good job
triggers to turn on other equipment.
be performed. A prospective buyer should with a movie like Apollo 13!

www.canadahiĮ.com
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Jeff Rowland Continuum S2 Integrated Amplifier

Suave Kajko
There are few brands in the audio business quite as iconic as Jeff Rowland Design Group. The company, led by president and resident designer Jeff Rowland,
has a rich 31 year history and a reputation
for remarkable engineering artistry. Jeff
Rowland is a true industry pioneer whose
designs are renowned for delivering exceptional sonic performance and setting
trends for technical innovations in the
high-end audio industry. His components
are impeccably constructed and offer an
elegant, instantly recognizable esthetic.
The company’s current range of audio
products consists of preamplifiers, amplifiers, integrated amplifiers and a DAC, all
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built in Colorado Springs, CO, USA.
Unlike some of the players in the highend audio business, Jeff Rowland does
not focus on constantly rolling out new
products, or offering affordable designs.
Instead, he puts meticulous care into the
design of every new product, paying attention to the finest details often overlooked by other designers - such as the
geometry of wire, the surfaces of connections, and the aural properties of different
solder formulations. Hence the company
doesn’t offer a huge range of products, favouring a quality-over-quantity approach.
In an article by Mark Fleichmann on the
company’s website, Jeff Rowland is quoted saying “I design basically for myself.
I’m not concerned if something’s going to

be accepted by the market or not. I know
that if it thrills me inside, then it will thrill
someone else.” As time has proven, audio
enthusiasts around the globe tend to agree
with Jeff Rowland’s design philosophy.
In my early 20s, when I first began reading audio magazines, I remember thinking that Jeff Rowland was one the dream
brands - like a fine Italian sport car - wondering whether its products would ever
come within my reach. Since, over the
years, I have listened to numerous Jeff
Rowland components at audio shows and
local retailers, walking away with some of
the most enduring music listening memories. Can you imagine my excitement
when the opportunity came to place a Jeff
Rowland component in my own listening
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room?
It’s really not a stretch to say that I was
beside myself when the Continuum S2 integrated amplifier arrived at my door the
day before Christmas. Despite that I was
preparing to host a family function that
evening, I ripped into the box and immediately set it up. Moments later, the air
was filled with the Dire Straits, The Black
Keys and Led Zeppelin. But I might be
getting ahead of myself here.

design | features
The Jeff Rowland Continuum S2 integrated amplifier is a very elegant single
box solution that combines a preamplifier,
amplifier and a choice between a built-in
DAC or phono stage. To complete a music
system, all you need to provide is a good
pair of speakers and a music source. It
is designed to deliver an uncompromised
level of performance while avoiding the
challenges of assembling a system that
would otherwise be comprised of several
separate boxes. The Continuum S2 is a
little smaller than a typical audio component, measuring 5.3” x 15.5” x 15.0” (H x
W x D), and tips the scale at 35 lbs.
The Continuum S2 is extraordinarily
well designed, offering advanced topologies that promise an excelling sonic experience. Its preamplification circuit is
based on the company’s top-of-the-line
Capri S2 preamplifier, along with the
same inputs/outputs, and control features.
It also houses an innovative and immensely powerful power amplification stage, capable of delivering 400 watts of power per
channel into 8 ohms, and doubling this to
800 watts per channel into 4 ohms. This
allows the Continuum S2 to drive virtually any speaker in the market, no matter
how complex the load may be. To achieve
such impressive power numbers in a relatively small chassis, the Continuum S2
is based on class D amplifier technology
and if you’re a non-believer of what a well
implemented class D design is capable of,
this is one review you won’t want to put
down. Jeff Rowland has been implementing class D technology since 2002 and
the Continuum S2 is far from being the
first component to use this technology – a
number of flagship Jeff Rowland amps
also operate in class D. Other technical
highlights of this integrated amplifier include regulated, high speed, nearly com-
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pletely silent switch mode power supplies
(SMPS); low noise, thin film resistors
for extremely low thermal noise; and a
four-layer circuit board to allow for continuous, unbroken, low impedance ground
and power supply distribution planes. The
Continuum S2 presents flexible connectivity options thanks to its dual line-level
outputs (balanced and unbalanced), balanced and unbalanced inputs, and preamp
bypass inputs. Input transformer circuitry
for each selected input provides an excellent common-mode rejection ratio of
greater than 85 dB from 20 to 20 kHz. The
balanced output stages are equipped with
a proprietary and advanced control loop
circuitry within the output stage power
supply and further enhance the amplifier’s
transient speed, sonic authority, macro/
micro dynamics and presence. The Continuum S2 design also offers transformer
coupled input circuitry which makes it
universally compatible with all sources,
and virtually eliminates ground loop noise
and RFI/EMI. The Continuum S2 retails
for $12,250 and can be ordered with an
optional DAC ($750 extra) or phono stage
($600 extra) built-in.
Visually, the Continuum S2 is simply
a stunner. The elegant, minimalist front
panel is adorned with just a few buttons, a
small display and a volume dial. The face
of the amplifier appears to have a series
of waves milled into it until you run your
finger across it to realize that it is actually a single continuous curve. The ultralow resonance, and very rigid chassis is
precision machined from solid blocks of
aircraft-grade aluminum - and completely
sealed to offer long-term trouble free operation, as well as excellent RFI and EMI
isolation. The top and sides of the casework are finished in black and feature
“ribs” of varying sizes which help to dissipate heat.

I recently took delivery of for an evaluation in an upcoming feature article (look
out for this experience in an upcoming issue). The Cardas speaker connectors on
the back of the Continuum S2 have a high
quality feel and provide a secure connection for speaker cables. However they are
somewhat limiting since they accept only
spade connectors. They are also a little
tricky to connect because each post requires you to insert both the positive and
negative terminals at the same time and
then you have to twist a single knob to
tighten both connections.
When I first started listening to the Continuum S2, I thought it sounded a little
thin but this came as no surprise given that
I had just set it up. This initial impression completely went away after the first
couple of days and the true, well-balanced
tonal nature of this integrated amp began
to surface. The Sons of Anarchy TV series may be over but the “Songs of Anarchy” soundtracks keep me fantasizing
of a new season (and about purchasing a
motorcycle) every time I give them a listen. When I spun up “Son of a Preacher
Man” the hairs on my arms immediately
stood up thanks to the extraordinary sonic
landscape presented by the Continuum S2.
The air around the voices and instruments,
as well as the sense of space between
them, brought this recording alive with a
vivid realness and sentiment. The size and
near-perfect definition of the soundstage
was simply remarkable. Katey Sagal’s
voice sang soulfully and the Continuum
S2 kept perfect timing with the changing
pace of this song. The guitar-only cover
of “Fortunate Son” sounded clean and
played with incredible fluidity. The guitars in this track sounded full bodied and
revealed the texture and nuances of real
acoustic guitars. Very early during my review the Continuum S2 appeared to be as
musical of an amplifier as I’ve heard from
performance
some of the best amplifiers in the business,
I began my listening sessions with the regardless of amplifier class or price point.
Continuum S2 powering my reference FoAlanis Morissette’s Jagged Little Pill
cal Electra 1008 Be II speakers but also Acoustic album played with a great entried it with my Monitor Audio Gold GX ergy and excitement, allowing me to
200 and Totem Rainmaker speakers. My peer closer into the diva’s sweet, quirky
source was the Bryston BDP-1 digital vocals than ever before. The Continuum
player connected to the Bryston BDA-1 S2 demonstrated that it had absolutely
DAC and into the Jeff Rowland.
no trouble sorting through all the musiI wired up all of the components with cal layers, presenting each layer with its
the Nordost Norse 2 Tyr 2 cables, which own sense of air, yet the sum of all parts
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was never disconnected. Its detail re- and rang with natural sustain on all of the
trieval was striking, yet never made any recordings that I listened to.
recordings sound etched or harsh. Some
What about something classical and
high-end amplifiers over dissect the sonic more dynamic like Herbert von Karajan’s
layers which can result in somewhat of One Hundred Best Classics compilation?
an analytical sound. But this was not the When listening to some of the symphonies,
case at all here. While the Continuum S2 the Continuum S2 painted a grand, vastly
perfectly revealed each layer of sound, it expansive soundstage that stretched well
allowed the composition to play together beyond the boundaries of my room. This
with lifelike coherency.
amp showed no shortage of reserve power
Just as big of a treat was listening to even during the most demanding orcheslive MTV Unplugged albums from Alanis tral crescendos and peaks, playing them
Morissette and Florence + the Machine. with ease, energy and excitement. The
The Continuum S2 rendered these albums dynamics of the Continuum S2 were simwith the rawness and liveliness that you ply superb. The various sections of the
would expect from a live performance. orchestra were accurately placed on the
Alanis Morissette’s album offered an in- stage, each playing within its own distinct
timate, small concert venue atmosphere. location. Once again, I noticed the vast
With the Florence + the Machine album, amount of air and space surrounding the
the Continuum S2 demonstrated its ability instruments. All of these sonic qualities
to lay out a large soundstage, with great combined to produce an outstanding renwidth, depth and even height. It very ef- dition of every classical recording that I
fectively reproduced the atmosphere of listened to - I spent many hours enjoying
the original recording. Again here, the air Herbert von Karajan’s six disc compilaand space between voices and instruments tion. The Continuum S2 played with the
was defined superbly. Florence + the Ma- same pace, rhythm and timing that I have
chine tracks “Drumming Song” and “No heard from the very best amplifiers in the
Light, No Light” played with an amazing business, some far exceeding its price. I
sense of presence and sent chills through had a hard time refraining from tapping
me.
my hands and feet when listening to this
I then switched paces and played a few amplifier, when I should have been maktracks from “American IV: The Man ing notes on this review instead.
Comes Around” by Johnny Cash. The
The remote supplied with the ContinuContinuum S2 reproduced Cash’s legend- um S2 is very small, made of plastic and
ary deep bass-baritone voice with fright- frankly leaves something to be desired.
ening realism, perfectly preserving its Forget about using it in a darkened envisometimes raspy and raw character cap- ronment because it’s not backlit and all the
tured by this recording. Meanwhile, June buttons are of the same size and shape so
Carter on “Bridge Over Troubled Water” you’ll have a hard time locating the button
sang sweetly with amazing smoothness. you’re looking for. Given the exemplary
The guitars sounded full bodied on all the design of the amplifier, the remote feels
tracks, playing with a metallic texture and like a bit of a mismatch. My ModWright
richness.
gear offers the same kind of remote that
As with the other recordings that I lis- I’ve never been satisfied with.
tened to, Rebecca Pidgeon’s “Spanish
In contrast to the remote, the volume
Harlem” offered a midrange with a palpa- dial on the amplifier offers the highest
ble presence. The perspective was neither quality, most precise feel of any volume
forward, nor laid-back, but rather exactly dial I’ve ever put my fingers on. If you
where it needed to be, as called on by the twist it slowly, the volume goes up graduparticular song. This translated into the ally. Turning it quickly rapidly changes
artist singing just a few feet in front of me the volume. The source selection buttons
with certain tracks, while other times the also offer a very high quality, tactile feel.
voices and instruments were a few feet
The optional on-board DAC, which my
behind the plane of the speakers. On the review sample was equipped with, acsame track, the bass line was presented cepts signals up to 24-bit and 192 kHz. It
with richness and organic articulation. is a great solution for those who prefer to
Piano keys played with a woody richness squeeze out a higher level of performance
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out of music, without having to add an
external DAC to their system. In short, I
found this Jeff Rowland DAC to add more
detail and dimensionality to the sound,
which brought the performances closer to
life.
My first personal experience with a Jeff
Rowland product was nothing short of exhilarating, seriously. Not once did I hear
any hints whatsoever that my music was
being played by a class D amplifier. In
fact, what I was hearing was the complete
opposite of what one might expect - this
amplifier’s neutral, organic sound plays
with delightful fluidity that is simply to
die for. The Continuum S2 illustrated a
sense of realism and palpability in every
recording that I listened to. Its only fault
may be that its revealing nature will expose the shortcomings of other components and cables in your system - if you
consider that a fault. It certainly had no
trouble pointing out the single lower quality cable in my system when I first hooked
it up. Its musicality makes good quality
recordings sound remarkably real, while
it is also forgiving to poorly recoded material. At $12,600 it may not land within
every music lover’s reach but if you have
enough disposable income, you might be
hard pressed to find another integrated
amplifier that sounds this good. The Continuum S2 has found a very special place
in my heart and reignited my excitement
for music, and after more than a decade of
writing about audio that’s no easy task. I
give the Continuum S2 my highest level
of recommendation and award it CANADA HiFi’s Editor’s Choice recognition.

quickinfo
Jeff Rowland Design Group
www.jeffrowlandgroup.com
Distributed in Canada by
Audiopathways Inc.
www.audiopathways.com
905-737-5222
Jeff Rowland Continuum S2
Integrated Amplifier
Price: $12,600 CAD;
add $750 for built-in DAC
or $600 for built-in phono stage
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Skogrand Cables SC Beethoven Speaker Cables
Malcolm J. Gomes
In the three and a half decades that I have
been reviewing audio products, I have had
the privilege of living through the 1980s
when Noel Lee the founder of Monster
Cables began his intrepid quest to get audio cables the respect they deserve. Initially, Noel’s products were regarded as snake
oil to the ‘wire is wire’ crowd who believed that a lamp cord was good enough
for speaker cabling and anyone paying
more needs to get their head examined.
I watched with interest as ever more
audiophiles gradually warmed up to the
idea that cables mattered. This prompted
a plethora of companies getting into this
business, introducing cables with ever
higher price points to a stage where it got
patently ridiculous. At this point I found
myself preferring to tune out rather than
listen to the gobbledygook being spewed
out by some companies to try and convince consumers that their cables were
worth the price of a new automobile.
Then something happened that changed
all that. I was contacted by Knut Skogrand,
a true blue Norwegian Viking who very
politely requested me to audition his uber
expensive cables. What struck me was
that he did not indulge in any sales talk
or complicated technical rationale, which
I found to be truly refreshing. His only request was that I gave his cables a listen.
I did a bit of research and found a few
things that peaked my interest. Apparently
Knut handcrafted his cables in a remote
mountain cabin turned workshop, right in
the middle of nowhere in a magnificently
desolated part of the land of the midnight
sun, surrounded by rolling hills and lush
verdant forests teeming with flora and fauna. “Now that is so different,” I thought to
myself, “it must be worth investigating”.
And so I consented to giving the cables
an audition. A package duly arrived a few
weeks later in an impressive flight case
that nestled the beautiful looking cables
not unlike the way a jewel box cradles a
fine diamond necklace.
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I began the process of breaking in the
speaker cables for a hundred hours before
the audition and during that time I exchanged a few emails with Knut to better understand the man behind the cables.
Knut turned out to be a musician. He started learning to play the piano from the age
of seven and he played in various bands
over a couple of decades, trying his hand
not just on the ivories but also with a bass

guitar and with drums. He has also written
music, including a few movie scores. He
credits his Lutheran pastor father for instilling in him a love of music. He remembers sitting on his father’s lap listening to
classical music while being indoctrinated
in the art of listening to the intent of the
composer by paying particular attention
to the phrasing, tempo and dynamics of
the track. He also remembers his mother
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dancing around the living room with so
much joie de vivre which revealed to him
early on, the incredible impact that music
could have on one’s very soul.

design | features
Knut’s tryst with cables occurred when
he was 14. He recalls his frustration when
during the process of mixing tracks, no
cable he tried was able to portray exactly
what he put into his musical compositions.
He was particularly peeved at the way every cable he tried adversely impacted the
dynamics and added very audible colouration and other forms of distortion to the
music. He found that many other musicians that he met were experiencing the
same frustrations and this prompted him
to begin his journey to seek and hopefully
find cable nirvana. His goal was to design
cables that would totally get out of the way
of the music and he recalls lying awake
at night, juggling ideas and then trying
them out to see if they worked. The process was not exactly cheap, so he sought
and received funding from the Norwegian
Government, which exponentially helped
his ambitious quest.
One of the fundamental problems confronting cables is the gross impedance mismatch between the conductor (wire) and
the dielectric (insulating jacket encasing
the conductor). As current flows through
a wire it creates a magnetic field around
it that expands and contracts, permeating through the dielectric. The dielectric
absorbs some of the magnetic energy and
then re-releases it back into the conductor
later. This effect is called time smearing
and it distorts the signal by disorienting
the sound stage, diminishing dynamics
and sucking the life out of the music. The
higher the dielectric constant of the insulating material, the more adversely it effects the flow of the music signal so obviously, the lower the dielectric constant,
the better it is for cable performance.
The more common dielectrics used in
audio cables have relatively high dielectric constants. For example polypropylene has a constant of around 2.2 to 2.6
while for Teflon it is in the region of 2.1
and PVC comes in at approximately 3.5.
Knut’s solution was to use the clean and
dry Norwegian mountain air as a dielectric. The solid core wires float in this air
from one end of the cable to the other to
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achieve an effective dielectric constant notes plays in music.
of 1.00059. How he achieves this is his
I teach the art of meditation, which also
trade secret but what he does reveal is that, makes me aware of the profound beauty
depending on the model, his handmade of silence. I could write volumes on the
cables achieve more than a 99.28% air di- importance of silence in music but would
electric in comparison to what he claims, just not be able to express it as succinctly
is the next best available (albeit machine as Gordon Matthew Thomas Sumner a.k.a.
made) cable that achieves an approximate Sting from the band “The Police” did, in
80% air dielectric.
his commencement address at the UniverWith his flagship Beethoven Cables, sity of Berkeley in May 1994, and I quote;
Knut employs a PFA inner framework be- “Paradoxically, I’m coming to believe in
cause it results in less stored static charge, the importance of silence in music. The
a bit more flexibility and better impact power of silence after a phrase of music
strength that is 4.45 times stronger than for example; the dramatic silence after the
the PTFE frameworks that he uses for his first four notes of Beethoven’s Fifth Symmore affordable Vivaldi, Ravel and Tchai- phony, or the space between the notes of a
kovsky cables.
Miles Davis solo. There is something very
Another barrier to cable performance is specific about a rest in music. You take
the nature of the material used as the con- your foot off the pedal and pay attention.
ductor. The most common material is cop- I’m wondering whether, as musicians, the
per, but there are various grades of copper most important thing we do is merely to
and purity is just one of the factors that provide a frame for silence. I’m wonderimpacts performance. The problem with ing if silence itself is perhaps the mystery
conventional copper wire is that it is com- at the heart of music? And is silence the
posed of multiple crystals and so when most perfect music of all? Silence if disthe signal moves from one crystal bound- turbing, it is disturbing because it is the
ary interface to another it encounters an wavelength of the soul. If we leave no
abrupt discontinuity in conductivity. Knut space in our music—and I’m as guilty as
transcended this hurdle by using a me- anyone else in this regard—then we rob
chanical, thermal and biologically treated the sound we make of a defining context.
ultra-pure Ohno Continuous Cast copper Great music is as much about the space
wires with virtually no crystal borders. between the notes as it is about the notes
In other words the wire consists of just themselves.” Now that is as deep a truism
one crystal from end to end. In order to as anything I have heard from any musiensure that every one of his cables meets cian dead or alive.
this spec, he scans the inner framework of
I started the audition of the SC Beethoven
the wire using three different x-ray tech- cables with the “Kind of Blue” album by
niques. If this test reveals any impurities Miles Davis. Miles is legendary for the
or grain borders in the copper wire, it does way he uses silence to enhance the pronot make the cut. Wires that do pass this found beauty of his music. Through the
test are then matched for exact similarity Skogrand SC Beethoven cables, the siof size and performance before they are lence between the notes did prove to be
paired for sale.
truly “golden”. Just as you need a background of the blackest of blacks to achieve
performance
true colours on a television screen, you
So much for the technical aspects of need a background of absolute silence to
Skogrand Cables; now let’s get down to allow music to show its true sonic colours.
brass tacks and see if all that technology The dead silent background allowed me to
and handcrafted attention to detail makes hear even the subtlest inner details of the
any difference to the performance. The music. I was able to detect the unraveling
Achilles Heel of most cables is their noise of even the most complex passages with
floor which when not low enough, fills ease. With many cables you have to choose
the silence between the notes with noise, between analytical details and smooththus detracting from the enjoyment of the ness but not with the SC Beethovens. It
music. All the great composers from Bach is able to render each and every microto Beethoven to Mozart, were all acutely scopic detail while still achieving a level
aware of the role that silence between the of musicality that was really something to
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behold. Miles Davis was in the room with what a live piano sounds like which is rich,
me, blowing his horn as only he can, with ripe and well rounded. The piano is one of
all the emotion that made me feel tingly the most challenging instruments to reprowith pleasure.
duce because it is essentially a percussion
I then switched to Enya’s Shepherd instrument but with such incredible tonal
Moons album. Here, I had a “eureka” mo- variety and shading, it sounds wonderment! With most other cables I had audi- fully lyrical. Some cables render the piano
tioned before, I had to sometimes strain to notes in a crisp way while others make it
decipher some of the lyrics and I always sound more liquid than it really is. I have
thought that it was because of Enya’s even heard some cables that either render
accent. Now I know better. It wasn’t the piano notes with too much of a bite or
accent at all but rather the smearing and conversely dull the prominent transients
distortion that was getting in the way. that a piano delivers. The SC Beethoven
Through the SC Beethovens, the words cables managed to get it just right in that
are very easy to decipher and with the they rendered the complicated harmonics
strain gone, I was able to enjoy this diva’s in a way that was not dull, etched or bright.
gossamer toned voice to the hilt.
Diana Krall’s “My Love Is” begins with
It was then time for music with very wide finger snaps. This is one of my staples
dynamic range and very complex passag- for auditions because I can snap my own
es and what better album to deliver this, fingers along with the music and compare
than Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s – Sche- how the reproduced finger snaps sound.
herazade. The SC Beethoven was able to With the SC Beethoven, the finger snaps
render the massive dynamic changes and were tactile and taut just like my own finthe micro dynamic shading of this album ger snaps in that I could just hear not just
with aplomb. The air around each instru- the sound of skin’s impact on skin, but
ment was very evident. The tonality was also the impact of the bone underneath.
first rate and the complex textures and
Few duos in the history of music can
delineation of all the instruments in this harmonize as well as Paul Simon and Art
philharmonic orchestra performance were Garfunkle and through the SC Beethoven
spot on. The speed and dynamics of the cables it was so much easier to follow
leading edges as well as the way it al- each of their voices separately while still
lowed the decays to gently ebb into the totally marveling at how well they comblackness of the background, was better plement each other. Just as you hear in a
than I had heard from any cable before, ir- live performance, the main voice does not
respective of price.
mask the secondary voice in any way.
I then put on Patricia Barber’s “Nardis”.
The extremely low noise floor of these
Through the SC Beethoven, this track ex- cables also allowed me to listen to my faploded with a level of dynamism that I had vourite music at significantly lower volnot heard using any other cable. Patricia’s ume levels without losing detail or resoluvoice had an eerily real presence and was tion. At the other end of the spectrum, they
significantly more haunting. The percus- also allowed me to hear certain genres of
sion instruments took on a new dimen- music like rock and heavy metal, at higher
sion with the cymbals sizzling with life volume levels without letting compreslike never before. During past auditions sion, smearing and other forms of distorI listened to just the first few minutes of tion spoil the aural experience.
this relatively long track, but with the
So do these cables have any downsides?
SC Beethoven cables, the pleasure factor From the sonic perspective I could not
was ramped up so high, I sat rooted to the find any, but from the physical angle, they
sweet spot for the whole track.
are not exactly the most flexible cables
Next up was Supertramp’s “Breakfast in you can buy. However, when compared to
America”. This album has some fabulous most other solid core cables, they are more
piano passages and here is where I enter flexible and therefore a lot easier to handle.
my comfort zone because I play the key- The advantage here is that you will need
boards for a rock band. Before auditioning to allocate a lot less space for the cables
any piano track I spend about 20 minutes to wind around your audio components.
playing the acoustic piano near my au- The Beethoven interconnects are also a
ditioning room to refresh my memory of lot more flexible than their speaker cable
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siblings. They are also not exactly the best
at visually blending into the background
because of their gorgeous silk adornment.
So if you want your cables to be visually
discreet, you may have to request Knut to
accommodate a special order with jackets
that are not as ostentatious.
To sum up, the SC Beethoven Cables are
champions at just getting out of the way
and letting the music flow unimpeded.
They did not add any grunge or noise that
I could detect, making the music sound
incredibly pure and pristine. This is a
double-edged sword because their sheer
neutrality makes it imperative that you
use upstream components that are also
equally neutral. If any of your upstream
components are anything but neutral, the
SC Skogrand Cables will reveal all of
their faults. These cables will also reveal
bad recordings exactly for what they are.
No other cable that I have auditioned in
the past allowed me to hear even subtle
errors by the recording engineer as clearly
as these cables did. These cables go beyond high-definition to extreme definition in the way they accurately render the
various aspects that make up this human
miracle we call reproduced music!
Do they offer the best value for your
money? Of course not! However if you
have champagne and caviar taste, own
exceedingly good audio gear, are willing
to go well past the point of diminishing
returns and if you are in the enviable position of having a cost-no-object budget that
allows you the privilege of choosing the
very best, then Skogrand SC Beethoven
speaker cables are just what the doctor
ordered.
I will end with one caveat. If you cannot
afford these splendid speaker cables, my
sincere advice is, don’t audition them, because every time you listen to your favourite tunes through any other speaker cable,
you will be sure to feel a tinge of regret
that you had to settle for less than the best.

quickinfo
Skogrand Cables
www.skograndcables.com
Skogrand SC Beethoven 2 Meter
Speaker Cables
Price: $30,045 CAD / $25,000 US
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Yamaha A-S801 Integrated Amplifier

Glen Wagenknecht
Yamaha knows music. This company
encompasses every aspect of the musical process from education, instruments,
and pro recording, to a staggering array
of diversified consumer products. Their
recently introduced flagship integrated
A-S3000 challenged high-end territory,
but as a near $8000 statement piece, it will
be an object to be admired, but owned by
only a lucky few. If such lofty heights are
out of your reach, take heart, Yamaha has
other notable offerings in their integrated
lineup, and one that may itself constitute
a statement piece in its own right. At a far
more attractive price of $1099, the Yamaha A-S801 takes a different view of what
an integrated should accomplish, and for
many could be the amplifier of choice.

design | features
Versatility is the keyword with the
A-S801. It is designed to embrace virtually any music playback format currently
available on the market. It offers an MM
phono stage for the vinyl aficionado, CD,
tuner, three line stage inputs, 2 record
outs, and even a subwoofer output to accommodate a 2.1 channel system. That
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constitutes excellent conventional support,
but Yamaha has also given a very generous nod to the next generation of music.
There is Bluetooth wireless capability
(with an optional $69.95 adapter), and a
cornucopia of digital connectivity to accommodate even the most advanced high
resolution file based sources. RCA Coax,
optical, and USB are all on tap to serve
the new frontier, and the designers have
incorporated some powerful high tech
magic to take advantage of all that musical potential.
Beneath the A-S801’s understated exterior lies a leading edge 32-bit, 2-channel
SABRE Premier Audio DAC from ESS
Technology that handles optical and coax
digital signal up to 24-bit/192kHz resolution as well as supporting native DSD
and 32-bit/384kHz* via the USB input!
(*Windows supported. Mac support is 24bit.) This is an unprecedented level of digital processing power at this price point,
and Yamaha has gone to great lengths to
ensure that potential is realized.
The A-S801‘s construction prioritizes
high structural integrity, employing a
double bottom design with a 1 mm iron
plate, a separate ART (Anti-Resonance
and Tough) base for the power transform-

er and heat sinks in the power amp section,
and a solid center bar to further dampen
resonance and enhance rigidity. The parts
complement is also carefully selected.
The A-S801 boasts a custom made power
transformer, custom made block capacitors, two direct signal path speaker relays,
one point grounding system, and extruded
aluminum heat sinks.
The amplifier path uses Yamaha’s self
described ToP-ART (Total Purity Audio
Reproduction Technology) and features
an I/O (input to output) Direct Symmetrical Design, with left and right channels
organized in a straight, symmetrical layout for highest signal purity. The signal
path from input to output further reflects
that direct and clean approach. The user
has the option on CD input of employing a CD direct switch which bypasses
the tone and balance controls or an even
more minimalist mode called Pure Direct which bypasses the buffer amp, the
tone, loudness and balance controls to get
very close to the purist ideal of a straight
wire with gain. The ability to engage and
disengage these functions should satisfy
both the casual listener as well as the most
hardened audiophile.
When the A-S801 arrived for review, I
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took a precursory view of the unit to as- panel is all about connectivity. Inputs and
sess aspects of basic layout and function- outputs are clearly marked and logically
ality. The amplifier comes in a choice of laid out and there is even a DC output
brushed silver or black finish and includes jack to power Yamaha’s optional YMAa simple, slender, multifunction remote. 11 Bluetooth adaptor. Another nice touch
All front panel control functions are in- is the inclusion of a traditional grounding
tuitively laid out with small amber LED terminal for the phono input. Yamaha has
lights on the faceplate giving visual con- chosen middle ground for their speaker
firmation of settings. Welcome additions terminals, going with a shrouded gold
are the multiple PCM and DSD lights plated variety which accommodates bare
which show different resolution levels wire or banana connectors, but will not
of the digital playback material. The CD accept spades. Two pairs of terminals
Direct and Pure Direct square push button are provided, offering the possibility of
switches are easily identifiable and intel- double cable runs for bi-wiring. A high/
ligently sized for real world fingers. The low selector switch is located below to
loudness control is an advanced design, optimize the amplifier performance for
utilizing an analog pot to relay to a digital speakers of different impedances, with
volume control using Yamaha’s own pro- limits clearly specified for the combinaprietary DSP contour. The front panel also tions available. Power input is via a fesports a speaker selector switch to choose male 2 pin IEC chassis mounted jack. The
multiple options from A and B to off po- provided thick, two prong AC cable is
sition, which facilitates the use of the detachable, leaving the option of upgradA-S801 as dedicated headphone DAC/Pre/ ing to an aftermarket power cord. There
Amp. The Pure Direct switch also services are two unusual features included on the
the headphone output leaving the poten- back panel. The first is a 90Hz low pass
tial for maximum signal purity.
subwoofer output, intended for a powered
If the front panel is about control, the rear sub, with a purist configuration, keeping

the main speaker signals full range. The
second is an audio power standby switch
which offers the option to initiate a power
down into standby mode in the event the
unit is inadvertently left idle for 8 hours,
a thoughtful touch for those occasional
memory lapses.

performance
As I assembled the system, I decided
to see how far I could push Yamaha’s
ambitious integrated. The 100 w/channel (8 ohm) spec and the extended short
term output numbers of up to 290W (2
ohm) looked promising, plus the 26.7
lb weight indicated a robust power supply, so the Apogee Duetta Signature full
range ribbons were chosen as the speaker
challenge. They present a demanding, inefficient load that requires a combination
of high current horsepower and finesse
to sing with conviction, constituting a
tough test for any contender. In the event
the Yamaha might falter, I had two stand
mounted alternative loudspeakers waiting
in the wings, but happily, this situation
never materialized. For speaker cables,
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I went with the Madison Audio Lab e3 this condition
Extreme 2, a nicely balanced choice with of use. The
the advantage of interchangeable connec- h e a d p h o n e
tors and the digital duty fell to the Signal output proved
Cable digital optical and the Belkin Gold r e m a r k a b l y
series USB, both stalwart overachievers.
similar
in
The phono stage I could not evaluate, as character to
my turntable and once extensive record the main outcollection are no longer with me. Head- puts, constitutphone sessions rotated between the Audio ing good news
Technica ATH-W1000 Sovereigns, the for those lookHiFiMan HE-400s, and the Sennheiser ing to the A-S801 as a superior quality
598s, to explore different scenarios. Digi- DAC/Pre. Except for revealing the inhertal sources were handled by my Wyred ent differences in sonic character between
4 Sound Music Server on the PCM side the different brands of headphones, the
and a trusty Dell laptop for the DSD and Yamaha played no favorites in its ability
32/384 music. This arrangement was due to deliver the fundamental musical goods,
to USB compatibility limitations between and since it likewise benefited from the
the Linux based Music Server and the Pure Direct option, it was engaged for
necessary Windows and Mac supported evaluation.
ASIO Yamaha/Steinberg driver.
Out of the box, tonal balance was quite
Setting up and configuring a computer for neutral, exhibiting appropriate smoothhigh quality USB music playback is gen- ness at the extreme top and good extenerally a chore, and finding a program that sion and control at the bottom. There was
will take advantage of these new leading initially a slight bit of extra texture on the
edge 32/284 PCM and DSD formats in na- edge of female vocal material, but this
tive resolution had the potential to be dif- disappeared over the duration of the lisficult. Thankfully for the Windows crowd, tening sessions. The final overall characYamaha has gone the extra mile to make ter translated warmth on recordings where
the process practically painless, even for it existed but did not inherently exhibit
the relative neophyte. The company web- that trait, opting more for an “engineersite supplies extensive support by provid- ing neutral” balance. Where the A-S801
ing download access and instructional proved unusually proficient was in the
information for drivers as well as a com- departments of resolution and dynamics.
patible freeware Windows program player, Sabre based DACs have precisely that
Foobar2000, which comes with simple, hallmark signature and Yamaha has done
step by step screenshots for download and exemplary work marrying that DAC to
installation. As a result, the installation of their amplification in the A-S801. This
the ASIO Yamaha/Steinberg USB Driver unit breathed both nuance and fire within
and the program player onto the laptop its power limits on music from Referproved quick and flawless. Mac users will ence Recordings, Dorian, Linn and FIM.
need to seek out an alternative program As the break-in period progressed, this
to take advantage of the new 24/384 and breathtaking behavior evolved from beDSD formats in native playback.
ing obvious and overt to becoming intrinI treated the A-S801 to a requisite break sic to the musical event, imbuing it with
in process, carefully increasing the level a powerful, emotional ebb and flow. The
of difficulty of the musical source mate- Yamaha amplifier maintained its dynamic
rial over a few weeks to assess limitations integrity over a very wide volume range,
of resolution, tonal balance, dynamics, as possessing a low dynamic floor with exwell as handling of image and soundstage. ceptional gradation. Soundstage width
While the tone and loudness controls of- was Cinemascope from the first day, with
fered clean playback and unobtrusive fine good lateral focus. Projection and depth
tuning advantage, I found that engaging were mildly compressed in the beginning,
Pure Direct bypass switch resulted in a sig- but gained respectable proportions over
nificant performance enhancement on all the course of time, as did front to back foparameters, especially ambient informa- cus. Basic noise levels were low.
tion recovery, so going forward, assume
Did the Apogee speakers present a prob-
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lem? Ultimately, only in terms of absolute achievable volume levels, where
some compression and roughness began
to manifest. (The Apogees do like their
horsepower.) Outside of that the A-S801
had a responsiveness that rivaled some of
the best combination of products that have
been in house, and flaunted levels that I
would deem creditable. The Yamaha was
kind to recordings, not showing disadvantage to lower resolution compressed material, yet also demonstrating the superior
virtues of better recorded fare with powerful conviction. The headphone output
proved no mere afterthought, but a noteworthy performer. That puts this feisty integrated in the enviable position of being
technologically advanced, user friendly
and sonically superior. You may question the need for its vast arsenal of digital
ability, but Yamaha has wisely recognized
the shifting movement from hard source
music to streaming and digital download.
The growing dominance of these sectors, along with the evolution to higher
quality recordings validates the forward
looking design philosophy embodied in
the A-S801, making it near future proof.
It will attract based on versatility, but it
will please on performance. If you are in
the market for a quality two channel integrated that can do justice to just about
every musical format, the Yamaha A-S801
is an attractively priced powerhouse that
may just be your ultimate statement piece.

quickinfo
Yamaha
www.yamaha.ca
416-298-1311
1-855-300-7811
Yamaha A-S801
Integrated Amplifier
Price: $1099 CAD
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Bryston Model A2 Loudspeakers
Douglas Brown
After two weeks of burning-in Bryston’s
Model A2 floorstanding loudspeakers, I
invited two audio enthusiast friends over
to listen to them. Both are well-heeled
professionals with $150K+ invested in
their 2-channel stereo systems. Irv owns
high-efficiency horn speakers and SingleEnded Triode (SET) tube monoblocks.
Steve also loves tube gear, but prefers
electrostats.
So as to not bias their opinions, I didn’t
reveal the model or the maker of the speakers we were listening to. Three hours into
our listening session, I asked: “Wha’d’ya
think the MSRP is?”
Irv ventured: “I’d say… at least $8K to
$10K.”
I glanced over at Steve. He offered:
“Gotta be… $7K to $8K… minimum.”
I smiled to myself. “They’re Bryston’s
new Model A2; a smaller version of their
flagship Model T floorstanders.”
Irv curiously countered: “What’re they
worth…?”
“Sticker price for the speakers is $2,790
Canadian. The braces on the bottom—the
outriggers—are optional and add an extra
$280.”
They looked at each other in disbelief.
Steve sputtered out: “I’m sorry… I had
something ‘crazy’ in my ear. Did you just
say that these speakers cost $2,790 Canadian dollars?”
“Yeah…” I replied. “The outriggers
raise the price to $3,070 though.”
“Sheez…” Irv sighed. “The damn things
sound better than speakers I’ve heard with
$12,000 dollar price tags.”
But I might be getting ahead of myself.
Let’s start with a little bit of a background
about Bryston speakers. Bryston’s VP of
sales and marketing James Tanner remembers: “In 2010, I began a personal quest
to develop the ultimate loudspeaker. After
two years of development, the Model T
was born… …Upon hearing them, my associates convinced me that I should offer
them for sale under the Bryston banner.”
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While the Model T has been a resounding success, that 105 pound speaker is
simply too big for small or mid-sized
rooms. Accordingly, Bryston decided to
launch their Model A-series line of speakers to offer music listeners with smaller
spaces (and budgets) a viable alternative.

design | features
Built to Bryston’s specifications by

Canadian speaker manufacturer Axiom
Audio, like all other Bryston speakers,
the A2s are assembled at Axiom’s facility in Dwight Ontario. By ‘leveraging’
Axiom’s manufacturing and testing facilities, Bryston can bring the A2 to market
at about one-third the retail price which it
would otherwise cost.
The A2’s cabinet is built from high density MDF and comes in three standard vi-
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nyl finishes: black ash, natural cherry, and
Each and every time I removed the outBoston cherry. For an extra 15 percent (or riggers and listened to music, the rush to
$418), the speakers can be had in a variety re-install them was overwhelming. To
of real wood veneers.
hear the A2s at their best, the outriggers
Standing 39.5” high, each A2 has a to- are a necessity; and, for their asking price,
tal of six drivers: two 6” woofers; two a bargain.
4.5” midrange drivers; and two newlySome speakers fire sound towards a
designed 1” soft dome tweeters. All of listener in a narrow and tightly focused
the drivers are sourced from Axiom and beam. The A2s throw sound out in a wide
are custom made to Bryston’s specs. The dispersion pattern.
nominal impendence is 4 Ohms and sensiWithin half an hour, I had the A2s potivity is 87dB.
sitioned so that I heard a 3-dimensional
Inside of each A2, a precisely engineered soundstage with decent width and depth.
network of internal braces are “eccentri- Their wide dispersion characteristic offers
cally spaced” to mathematically elimi- superb stereo imaging and relatively easy
nate surface resonances. These braces are set-up.
locked into cuts in each speaker’s side
I drove the A2s with the following amwalls with mitre joints. Independent plas- plifiers: A), an Assemblage ST-40 tube
tic injection-moulded enclosures cover amp; B), bi-amped with two Sonic Fronboth of the midrange drivers to isolate tiers Power-1 tube amps; C), a
them from the other speakers’ vibrations.
Modwright KWA-150 solid state
Due to its six drivers, thick MDF walls, amp; and D), a pair of Wyetech
and internal braces, the A2 is as heavy Labs “Ruby” XR 300B S.E.T.
as a slab of reinforced concrete. At 62 monoblocks.
pounds per speaker, if you’re not young
The A2s are one of the most
and strong, you’ll (probably) need help neutral pairs of speakers I’ve
setting them up.
ever heard. These speakers will
Eyeing them from above, their shape re- tell you exactly what your source
sembles a rectangle that’s tapered inwards components and amplifiers sound
towards the back.
like. Neutrality is their strongest
Each A2 has three ports: one at the bot- sonic characteristic.
tom on the front face beneath the drivers;
I started my listening tests with
and two at the top and bottom of the back Valerie Joyce’s New York Blue
panel. These ports are fluted and scalloped (Chesky JD316). Produced by
to reduce “chuffing” noises. Custom foam David Chesky, this collection of
port plugs are also available for integra- classic jazz songs and pop covers
tion with subwoofers.
has phenomenal sonics.
The A2s come standard with two sets of
Accompanied by pianist Andy
binding posts for bi-amping or bi-wiring. Ezrin, Laurence Feldman on saxThe crossover network is a 3-way design ophone, and several bassists, the
that’s housed internally.
album has Joyce singing tunes
by Cole Porter, Rogers and Hart,
performance
Miles Davis, and even the Beatles.
By bolting two optional brushed-alumiOn tracks like Fever, Blue in
num braces—Bryston calls them ‘outrig- Green, Every Time, Moon and
gers’—to the bottom of each cabinet, the Sand, and Little Wing, the A2s
speaker achieves better lateral stability produced a phenomenal, walkand superior downward energy transfer of through soundstage that made her
vibrations through their spikes.
voice sound intoxicatingly smoky
With the outriggers installed, I consis- and sexual. Most speakers that
tently heard tighter bass and mid-bass, I’ve auditioned in this price range
clearer high frequency detail, and better don’t reveal the subtle nuances in
midrange timbral accuracy. The braces Joyce’s smouldering voice. The
also generated a bigger soundstage, more Model A2 delivered a stunning
precise placement of individual instru- rendition of her haunting and unments within that soundstage, and a lower nerving vocals.
noise floor.
With Joyce’s sultry voice, I
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clearly heard how spacious, open, and
articulate the Model A2 is. Enveloped in
a breathtaking 3-dimensional soundstage,
the superb mid-bass articulation and phenomenal low end slam that the A2s created was a tactile pleasure to listen to. I
closed my eyes, imagined myself seated
in a cozy jazz club, and sank right into the
music on a deeply emotional level.
As I wanted to hear if the A2s could
handle far heavier and faster bass, I next
tried Sepultura’s head-thrashing album
Roots (RoadRunner RR8900-2). This disc
has superb sonics that showcase mid-bass
and low bass percussion played at necksnapping speeds. The A2s firmly—and
accurately—reproduced the texture and
timbre of all of the low-frequency instruments used on the album.
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Songs like Closure, Make or Break, RaWith punishingly heavy songs like Roots
Bloody Roots, Cut-Throat, Look Away, dioactive, Satisfaction Guaranteed, and
Dusted, Born Stubborn, and Ambush, Money Can’t Buy, all showcase Page’s
the A2s created the thundering dynamics, mid-1980s musical creativity. And the
white knuckle death-grip anger, and hell- A2s delivered every note of his inspired
hammer inspired low-end slam of the Bra- guitar lines in all of their majesty.
zilian death-metal band’s roaring songs
With most floorstanding speakers in the
with jaw-rattling finesse.
$3K price range, turning the volume up
Most floorstanding speakers under the usually results in a horrific loss of control
$10K retail mark make a muddled mess of in the lower registers. The woofers often
the lower frequencies on Roots. The A2s emit unexpected noises. Unlike this, the
energized my listening room and provid- Model A2 loves to be played loud. They
ed a bass foundation that was remarkably maintain their PRaT and timbral accuracy
taut and accurate.
at deafening volume levels. Bryston exIt’s the air and space around and within plains: “We also use multiple drive units
bass instruments that let a listener know in parallel so that the system can play
whether a speaker’s recreating low fre- louder with less effort than a single driver
quencies accurately. The A2s produced solution.”
bass notes with a palpable sense of the inDo you want to push the moon back a
strument’s size, weight, and tone. The low few feet with concert-level SPLs, but still
end was precise and had superb timbral need to hear excellent sound quality - esaccuracy.
pecially in the lower octaves? The A2 is
Finally I cued-up The Firm’s first self- the speaker to do it.
titled album The Firm (RCA VDP-1016).
All that Bryston learned from designing,
Released in 1985 and featuring Jimmy building, and tweaking the Model T has
Page (Led Zeppelin) on guitar and Paul clearly trickled down to their Model A2
Rodgers (Bad Company) on vocals, the floorstanders.
sonics on this disc are excellent.
The A2s image like an $8,000 dollar pair

of bookshelf monitors. Midrange PRaT
and timbral purity is about 90% of what
the best electrostatic speakers offer. They
also have better mid-bass timbral accuracy and superior low frequency extension
than many pairs of floorstanding speakers
that cost 3 to 4 times as much.
If a pair of A2s had a sticker price of
$12K, I wouldn’t be very excited about
them. With an MSRP of $2,790, they are
a true ‘giant killer’. Nothing - I repeat…
nothing - I have ever heard under the
$6K retail price point even comes close
to delivering the low end slam, mid-bass
articulation, and midrange purity of these
speakers.

quickinfo
Bryston Ltd.
www.bryston.com
1-800-632-8217
1-705-742-5325
Bryston Model A2 Loudspeakers
Price: $2,790/pair CAD
Outriggers (optional): $280 CAD
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Sony SS-NA2ES Loudspeakers
Malcolm J. Gomes
There is no doubt that Sony has been one
of the giants in the sphere of consumer
electronics for the better part of the last
century. However, to audio enthusiasts,
this brand is better known as one of the
co-developers of the compact disc system,
which may be past its prime, but is still
quite ubiquitous in today’s world of highend audio.
In the decades following the debut of the
compact disc system, Sony’s top-of-theline compact disc players were a keenly
sought after audio component and were
very well known for their performance,
aesthetics and build quality, but most of
their other products were designed and
built mostly for the mass market and for
those seeking mid-fi products. Over the
past few years, Sony has been making impressive inroads into another segment of
the audiophile market, namely high-end
loudspeakers.
Sony made its debut in this sphere a few
years ago with the introduction of the SSAR1, a no holds barred, high-performance
loudspeaker that made the high-end audio
industry sit up and take notice. At around
$30,000, the SS-AR1 is hardly a cheap
speaker and the competition at that level
is intense to say the least. However the
SS-AR1 held its own and went on to receive rave reviews with some calling it
one of the best values in that price range.
That was followed by the slightly more
affordable SS-AR2, which also garnered
high praise for its performance and value.

design | features
The confidence gained with the introduction of those two models prompted
Sony to develop a loudspeaker that would
play in the very crowded $10,000 price
category which many audio enthusiasts
regard as the point of diminishing returns
and so it is the end point for many upgrade paths. This has made it a very lucrative price point for most of the world’s
leading speaker manufacturers. Sony
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christened their new
baby the SS-NA2ES
and that is the subject
of this review.
One of the unique
characteristics of the
flagship SS-AR1 is
the speaker enclosure, which went
against conventional
wisdom. The Holy
Grail for most speaker manufacturers is
to make the speaker
enclosure as ridged,
inert and non-resonant as possible so
that it does not ‘sing’
inharmoniously with
the drive units, which
results in distortions
that the human ear
can hear as unpleasant additions to the
sonic performance of
the speaker. Towards
this end, some brands
have even developed
their own materials,
some of which are
so hard, heavy and
dense, it takes special
blades to even cut those materials to the
sizes required by the speaker enclosure.
While, in theory, controlling enclosure
harmonics is an effective way to boost
speaker performance, no one has yet
found a material that is totally inert. Sony
decided to take the opposite route. Rather
than trying to beat enclosure resonance
into submission, they decided to design
an enclosure that would work with and
enhance the speaker performance with its
unique acoustical properties.
Like its big brothers, the SS-NA2ES
utilizes Nordic Birch for the enclosure
as well as for the internal bracing. This
wood, which is grown in the very cold
climate that exists close to the North Pole
and harvested at a particular time of the

year, displays both moderate loss and
moderate strength unlike the birch that is
grown in areas closer to the equator.
Sony also paid fanatical attention to the
speaker baffle board because of the key
role that it plays in the speaker performance. The ideal baffle board needs to
absorb the powerful vibrations from the
driver units without adding anything to
the sound. To attain this, Sony used an extra thick 36 mm baffle board, and oriented
the joint between the board and the back
cavity in the direction of the driver oscillation, so as to form a ‘lossy’ joint. This
structural design isolates the back cavity
side from the powerful direct vibrations
of the driver units.
Sony’s engineers found that the human ear can clearly perceive a difference
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in harmonics, even those that measuring
instruments may not always be able to
detect. They therefore subjected the SSNA2ES enclosure to numerous listening
tests during which they fine-tuned it by
working with Japan’s finest woodworking
craftsmen to modify the adhesives, joining methods and orientation to achieve the
most desirable enclosure harmonics.
Meticulous attention was also paid to
the way the interior of the enclosure was
divided to optimize the performance of
the driver units. The midrange and tweeter
have been placed in an independent subenclosure with the midrange cavity occupying the top third of the cabinet. This is
acoustically isolated from the part of the
enclosure housing the woofers with an
air cavity between two partitions so as
to prevent the powerful vibrations of the
woofers from interfering with the fundamental parts of the music produced by the
mid-range and tweeters. The midrange
driver unit has been given enough space
to perform with minimum stress and allow it to deliver maximum dynamics and
headroom. The same minute attention to
detail was given to the driver units, all of
which were developed from scratch especially for the SS-NA2ES.
Sony designed a brand new woofer with
a stiff aluminum diaphragm, which is
driven with an oversized magnetic circuit.
Utilizing two woofers per speaker helps
the SS-NA2ES move a lot more air and
generate deeper, more tuneful bass. The
woofers are complemented with a 130mm
midrange, which was also developed especially for this speaker. It has a paper
cone with spiral, radial grooves etched
into the diaphragm to minimize resonance
and produce a smoother mid-range.
For the tweeter, Sony pulled out all the
stops to optimize performance. They developed what they call an I-Array wide
dispersion tweeter system that is composed of a 25 mm main tweeter and two 19
mm assist tweeters. At first, I was skeptical of this configuration because multiple
high frequency sound sources tend to produce unwanted peaks and dips resulting
in unpleasant sound coloration. However,
when going through the product white
paper I found that Sony engineers spent
a whole year using computer simulations
and listening tests to calculate the optimum distance between the three tweeters,
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the installation depth and the shape of the
frame on which the tweeters are mounted,
so as to make the three tweeter function as
if it were a single wide dispersion source.
All three tweeters are soft dome with
the main tweeter assisted by a vent in the
magnetic circuit behind the diaphragm
to minimize unwanted resonance and vibrations. This also helps smooth out the
back air pressure for a less constrained
and more extended high frequency response. The diaphragm’s edge integration
and bobbin bonding method extends the
tweeters response to 30 kHz, at minus
three decibels.
The main objective of the I-Array tweeter
system is to achieve maximum dispersion.
Some speaker designs try to deliver more
vividness by employing a super tweeter,
Sony on the other hand, has chosen to do
it with the three-tweeter system. They feel
that their approach dispenses with the artificiality of the super tweeter and delivers
a vividness that is more natural and closer
to the live performance by ensuring that
the tweeter achieves maximum directional
width at all the frequencies that it reproduces.
For those of you who pay a lot of attention to technical specifications of the audio gear you plan to buy, here are the vital
statistics for the SS-NA2ES. It is a floorstanding 3-way design, utilizing a 6-driver
bass reflex system with a frequency response of 45 Hz to 45 kHz (at minus 10
decibels). It employs multi-slope crossover networks at 400 Hz and 4,000 Hz,
offers a sensitivity of 90 decibels, a rated
impedance of 4 ohms and power handling
of 100 watts. The dimensions are 255mm
wide, 900mm high and 415mm deep. It
weighs in at 32 kilos and is manufactured
in Japan.
This mountain of information makes it
very evident that Sony has put in a lot of
new technology into the SS-NA2ES. So
does the output justify the plethora of
technological input? That is what I set out
to discover.

performance
Unpacking and setting up the speakers
were a breeze. Locating them for a good,
solid sound stage took less than 20 minutes. The review speakers were used at
several audio shows, so they were nicely
broken in and ready to go.

I heard that the legendary Nelson Pass
was partial to the Sony SS-AR1 when
demonstrating what his magnificent amplifiers can do, and so since, by a happy
coincidence, one of the amplifiers on hand
was a pair of the new Pass Labs XA100.8
mono blocks, that is what I used to review the SS-NA2ES and it proved to be
a match made in heaven to deliver audio
bliss on earth. The power cables and interconnects used for the review were Skogrand Beethoven models which are as
neutral as they come.
Right from the get go, one thing was
very obvious with the SS-NA2ES. They
are champions at recreating the ambient
sonics of the performance venue. They
have the uncanny ability to fool your ears
into believing that you have been transported to the venue of the recording be it
a studio, a jazz club, a church, a concert
hall or even a stadium. This prompted me
to dig into my collection for all my favourite live performance recordings including
Nils Lofgren, Jazz at the Pawnshop, Johnny Cash, Supertramp and Leonard Cohen
and with every one of these albums, the
ambience and sonic signature of the recording venue is very evident. The sound
stage is incredibly deep and is easily the
widest that I have heard from any speaker
in this price range. I could literally hear
sounds that seemed to emit from the sidewalls of my listening room.
The other obvious forte of the SS-NA2ES
is its ability to reproduce both male and
female voices with the presence and fullbodied nature that is eerily close to what
you hear at a live performance. They are
also able to play unusually loud before I
was able to detect significant compression
and distortion that detracts from the listening enjoyment.
Despite the fact that their specifications
state that the lower limit of these speakers
is 45 Hz, it did seem like they went a bit
lower, perhaps because the bass performance was so tight, controlled and tuneful.
They did however benefit from being aided with a pair of JL Audio f112 subwoofers when playing deep organ music. That
being said, with over 70% of the music
that I listened to, I felt that the SS-NA2ES
delivered all the bass that I needed to enjoy the music thoroughly.
When playing “Willow Weep for Me” by
the inimitable Ray Brown on his Happy
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productreview
The midrange performance has texture,
Coat Album, which happens to be my bass
torture track, the SS-NA2ES was able to layering, timbre and tonality that just
generate an SPL of around 108dB before it sounds so right; it did provide me with
showed any sign of distress. This is higher goose bump moments galore. If I had to
than most of the similarly priced speakers nit pick, the only thing I found slightly
that I have auditioned and speaks volumes objectionable about the midrange was the
of the effectiveness and efficacy of the amount of grain that I was able to hear.
innovative enclosure, bracing and driver This meant that the sound was not as clean
and pristine as the very best speakers in
unit designs that went into this speaker.
There is also an air of effortlessness and this price range.
ease with which these speakers deliver
The bass performance is well above par
music. There is surprisingly little strain for this price point. It has enough punch
even at relatively loud volume levels. and slam to satisfy the vast majority of
On the contrary these speakers seem to audio enthusiasts, save for those who lishandle even the most challenging musical ten to organ music often. However, if you
passages with the same relaxed demeanor are one of those bass freaks that need to
that a champion sumo wrestler would feel the impact of the bass guitar and kick
sweep his slim supermodel date off her drum on your chest, you may need to add
feet!
one or two good quality subwoofers that
The realistically sweet and smooth deliv- are quick enough to keep up with these
ery of the higher frequencies would indi- speakers.
cate the engineers at Sony have achieved
To sum up, I can confidently say is that
their objective of getting the three tweet- the SS-N2ES is a worthy, albeit more afers to behave like one ultra wide disper- fordable sibling to the mighty Sony SSsion tweeter. The added benefit here is that AR1. It is eminently worthy of an audition
the SS-N2ES delivered an unusually wide if you are in the market for a truly highsweet spot.
end speaker in the $10,000 price range.
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quickinfo
Sony Canada
www.sony.ca
1-888-289-7669
Sony SS-NA2ES Speakers
Price: $5,499.99 each
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